Paper 1:
• What are the three aims of this paper and the key observations/conclusions for each aim?
• They use a different approach to measure the basal GTPase activity of Ras in this paper vs the Neal paper from Wed -any pros/cons to one over the other? Do the values compare well? • They also measure dissociation rate constants for GTP and GDP from Ras -Compare the method used here to those in the Neal paper to determine these rate constants -which rate constant should be ok and which would not be expected to be accurately determined based on the analysis in Neal paper? STRIKE this question -the method is in fact the same, they only difference is that they do not try to measure the hydrolysis at the same time, but simply count the total 3H-GXP still bound to the enzyme and by subtraction determine the dissociation rate of the GTP.
• Main experiment -sketch a model for the design of the experiment they use to measure the GAP-stimulated GTPase activity.
-Which species is used as the "enzyme" here and which is the "substrate"? -Why is it necessary to use such a design for this experiment? -Does this design give a single turnover or is this a steady-state reaction? -If the latter, what other step (process) could also be partially rate-limiting in their k cat value? -If another step is partially rate-limiting besides the hydrolysis step, then how does that affect the interpretation of the magnitude of the rate enhancement? -The K m value for Ras-GTP is 2-4-fold higher than the K d (i.e, K i ) value for Ras bound to the nonhydrolyzable GTP analogs (GppNHP & GppCH2p). What does that suggest about the relative magnitudes of k 2 for hydrolysis and k dissoc for GAP from the GAP•Ras-GTP complex?
• What does the comparison of the plots in Fig 2A and 2B show?
• What do data in Fig 3 show? • Discuss the effects of mutations on GAP-stimulated activity and nucleotide rate and affinity constants (Tables 2 &3 in Paper 1) with the locations of the residues in the structure of the RasGAP/Ras•GDP•AlF 3 complex in Paper 2
• Paper 2: From the structure -what are the key contributions GAP makes to the catalysis (Fig. 5 ) -direct and indirect? -how do different Ras mutations decrease ability of GAP to stimulate hydrolysis? -do you understand what the AlF3 is mimicking and the discussion of the "associative" vs "dissociative" mechanism for the hydrolysis (also comment about Ras hydrolysis involving substrate-assisted activation of attacking water) -two pts on p. 335 -(1) comment about predominant interactions between GAP&Ras and affect of increased salt? (2) what do you make of the comment "only the 230-residue fragment of GAP is necessary for activation" in light of the Gideon paper comparison?
